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PHASE

ONE
PROBLEM FORMULATION



Problem Forming  
Brainstorming + Voting
It all started out with brainstorming things that we enjoyed. 
Our subjects ranged from music, outdoor activities, to art 
and more. We did a series of votes throughout the process 
of brainstorming to narrow the list of subjects down to 
six. After our final vote, we landed on “food & wine” as the 
subject to move forward with.

 Once we decided on “food & wine”, we began to list out 
anything we knew about it. Ideas of places, people,  
opinions, combinations of brands, personal experiences, 
and more emerged. From here on we began our  
secondary (away from the source) research and began 
method planning in how we can uncover a problem.



Secondary 
Researching individually
After finding "food and wine" as a topic of research, we be-
gan to break off and do mass amounts of online research 
to further understand the subject and find problem subjects 
within it. The key point we discovered was that millennials 
drink more wine than previous generations. So we decided 
to find out why they did that. We began researching correla-
tions between millennials and wine, the psychology behind 
that, and millennials in Indiana.

Alcohol 
Overconsumption issues

- According to studies, 38% of people binge drink, and 12% 
of people heavily drink alcohol.
- Excessive drinking costs the U.S. $249 billion dollars 
annualy, ($2.05 per drink).
- Millennials (age 21-38) number of wine drinkers is catch-
ing up to the baby bloomers (age 51-69).
- With the rise of alcohol consumption in the U.S. the 
restaurant stocks have dropped by 20% over the second 
half of 2016.

Another thing we found interesting about alcohol overcon-
sumption was the fact that as students attempt to fit in 
with peers, they are thinking that their peers are drinking 
more which in turn makes them drink more. This was a key 
point to the research, trying to figure out the reason why 
students have the misconception of overdrinking and how 
much their peers drink. 

The subject we landed on was  
overconsumption of alcohol by millennials. 

RESTAURANTSDRINKING



What we found
as a result of our observation

Going to a bar in the evening in a ‘college town’ area leaves 
one to believe that the bars will be full, noisy, rowdy even. 
That was not the case for both bars. Both were crowded, 
yes, but the noise level was fairly normal for a restaurant 
setting. We also took note of the lighting being dimmer for 
the assurance of relaxation and ease. 

Another thing we noticed was the fact that each bar had 
some other form of entertainment to further distract their 
guests. Stacked Pickle was riddled with televisions playing 
various sports games while Hi-Fi had live music that  
intrigued their audience members. 

What’s more is we noticed that 99% of the people were with 
someone else, rather than sitting alone at the bar. This led 
us to believe that alcohol drinking and going to bars was a 
social activity.

Figure 1: Stacked Pickle in Carmel Indiana Inside. January 28, 2010 by Ryan Hays.

Both of the bars were dimly lit and weren’t as  
noisy as we were expecting.

AEIOU/POEMS
Stacked Pickle and Hi-Fi
Both AEIOU (actions, environments, interactions, objects, 
users) and POEMS (people, objects, environment,  
messages, services) are exploratory methods focused on 
observation. We went to two different bars to compare how 
people acted/interacted, how the bar’s physical settings 
compared, etc. 

SUPPLIES: AEIOU/POEMS sheets, pencils/pens, ourselves
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Interview
With a neuroscientist
While we began our studies about alcohol consumption 
through our secondary research, it became apparent that 
we needed a better understanding of how an overcon-
sumption habit forms. This led us into reaching out to the 
psychology, sociology, and CAPS department at IUPUI  
for possible interviewing to learn more about the overcon-
sumption of alcohol. 

SUPPLIES: Questions

Why do people
develop overconsuming habits?

Dr. Boehm a neuroscientist, who has degrees in psychol-
ogy, behavioral neuroscience, and behavioral and molec-
ular pharmacology, is currently conducting research that 
“seeks to understand how developmental and genetic 
factors influence binge alcohol drinking”.  During the 
forty-five-minute interview, Dr. Boehm laid a clear ground 
work that overconsumption is a multi-factor habit that 
begins to take shape during adolescences.  

An individual’s adolescent experience, and how they learn 
to deal with stress, or engage in risk taking behavior. 
These behaviors carry over into adulthood as the brain 
doesn’t go through a third brain development as it does in 
childhood or adolescences. Some factors are uncontrol-
lable because they are predetermined but there are many 
influencing factors that can be changed to benefit the 
individual in the long run.

How often do you deal/see with this in your  
profession, and specifically at IUPUI? Are millennials in 
denial about overconsumption and what that means? How 
or why would you say do individuals develop an overcon-
sumption habit?

Out of the three departments we reached out to, the psy-
chology department answer by directing the questions to 
Dr. Boehm. An interview was set for October 25th 2016.

We sent emails containing the following 
questions:
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Twitter Poll
Gaining us over 700 responses

Misconceptions
and an interesting turnout
This question was formed with the purpose of seeking 
what people think overconsumption actually is.

We noticed a gap between the number of drinks of what the 
public considers as alcohol over-consumption, versus what 
is statistically accurate. The public believes +3 drinks per 
day is con-sidered alcohol overconsumption, but the annual 
National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH) states 
that +5 drinks per day is the average of alcohol  
overconsumption. The gap be-tween those two numbers 
drew our attention as to why people undershoots the  
number of drinks that qualifies the person as an alcoholic.
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 Pinned Tweet

Omar Almadhi @o6lmadhi · Oct 15

How many drinks you think is considered 
alcohol overconsumption, over the span of 
30 days? (Design Research Survey)

702 votes • Final results

41% +3 drinks (per day)

26% +5 drinks (per day)

13% +7 drinks (per day)

20% +9 drinks (per day)
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Omar @Quillcannon · Oct 21

Chapter 2 is almost finished!



Chapter 1 of my manga #BeastofBurden is now available 

for free!

Read it here: tapastic.com/episode/434434…
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TED Talks @TEDTalks · Oct 20

How great leaders inspire action: t.ted.com/YI6JLpU @simonsinek
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702 votes • Final results
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26% +5 drinks (per day)

13% +7 drinks (per day)
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Reply to @o6lmadhi 

gigi :) @jensentrades · Oct 15

@o6lmadhi the police said that he can take 3+ bottles a day and he weights like 

200+ pounds so yea

     
gigi :) @jensentrades · Oct 15

@o6lmadhi *3 bottled and 3+ is over drinking

     
Omar Almadhi @o6lmadhi · Oct 15

@jensentrades I can see that :)

      



We decided to investigate what people consider an  
alcohol overconsumption based on their own knowledge. 
Since understanding and measuring a specific behavior 
that is done in private is in fact hard to do, we realized the 
large scope and organic nature of alcohol overconsump-
tion. With that being said, we found it interesting to try and 
investigate what the public per-ception of alcohol  
overconsumption is about, and compare them to what the 
annual National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH) 
has recorded.

SUPPLIES: Twitter, question



Typeform Survey
With more targeted questions
During the week where the twitter survey poll was up, we 
conducted a five-questions survey and sent them to friends, 
organizations, and posted them on social media sites  
as well. Our intentions were to investigate other common 
behaviors related to alcohol overconsumption, to better 
understand the public’s idea of  alcohol consumption. We 
generated 99 responses.

SUPPLIES: Typeform, questions

Same results
plus so much more 

This set of questions was created to feel out the  
participants and see what they understood about alcohol  
overconsumption and their basic ideas of alcohol in  
general. At this stage we were just feeling things out  
and trying to nail down a morenarrow question.

Questions:
1- If you’re drinking, how many drinks do you typically 
have in one setting?
2- What is your preferred drink?
3- What is your ideal setting for drinking?
4- What typically makes you want to drink?
5- How many drinks do you think is considered alcohol 
overconsumption, over the span of 30 days?

5 questions, 99 results

Insights

If you’re drinking, how many drinks do you typically have in one setting?

1-2 54%

3-4 29%

5-6 14%

7+  3%

What is your ideal setting for drinking?

Dinner Gathering

House Party

Bar

By Yourself

34%

28%

25%

12%

What typically makes you want to drink?

Friends  40%

Stress  19%

Events  18%

Other  17%

Self Medicating  5%

How many drinks do you think is considered alcohol overconsumption,
 over the span of 30 days?

+3 drinks (per day)

+5 drinks (per day)

+7 drinks (per day)

+9 drinks (per day)

 49%

 34%

 8%

 8%

75%
perfers a private setting over
public settings (like bars)

58%
perfers to drink for social reasons

49%
undershot alcohol overconsumption
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GRAFFITI WALLS
Placed throughout Herron
Since alcohol overconsumption is such a sensitive subject 
to participate in freely, we decided to create a personal 
experience where students can engage honestly without 
feeling judged. We placed the graffiti walls inside the stalls 
of Herron’s larger bathrooms, as well as the single  
bath-rooms. We received quite the number of responses 
and insights about Herron’s students’ alcohol consumption.

SUPPLIES: Question sheets, pens/pencils, bathroom stalls

What we found
consistent across the board

While reading through all of the graffiti walls we planted 
(26+), we came across multiple consistencies from our 
anonymous participants. Among them was the fact many 
students confirmed they prefer drinking alcohol within 
small group settings rather than alone, usually in the form 
of house parties. This concluded that students prefer more 
intimate settings.

What we found most interesting is the consistency of 
stress and relaxation that students listed as reasons for 
their drinking habits. Much of the stress was attributed  
to academics and social situations. 

Is it just college fun or is it something  
deeper than that? 

“Do you drink alcohol?”
The questions went through many rounds of revisions, and 
we decided on the following three questions:  
 
When/Where do you drink? 
Why do you drink?
How does your campus environment affect your  
drinking habits? 



INTERVIEWS
At an IUPUI social event

What we found
consistent across the board
What does alcohol do for you? 

Findings:

After speaking with IUPUI students in this environment we 
formed an understanding of the mental process behind 
consuming alcohol. We confirmed our earlier findings from 
the graffiti walls and saw that actions made to relieve 
stress did not have not be as destructive as consuming 
alcohol. We see more alcohol abuse when large amounts 
of stress stimulate a person’s mental state.

If stress from the outside stimulus on IUPUI’s campus is 
causing a destructive outcome, then how can we improve 
upon this model?

To get a concentrated sample of IUPUI students consum-
ing alcohol we spoke with the attendees of a fraternal 
social gathering off-campus. These findings helped solid-
ify our understanding of the mental processes of college 
students

SUPPLIES: Pen, Paper

STIMULUS
STRESS

ACTION

Concept Model

OUTCOME



PHASE
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SOLUTION IMPLEMENTATION 



Persona
Experience + Context mapping
We devolved our persona by looking back at the interview 
with Dr. Boehm as well as our secondary research on the 
CDC statics on overconsumption. The persona we created 
is named Matt Williams. He’s 18-21 years’ old, hailing from 
central Indiana, has divorced parents and a younger sister.
He participated in high-school athletics, but won’t be in 
college though he’s interested in intermural sport activities.
In high-school he had a large friend group, and is  
looking forward to the possibilities of meeting new people 
in college. He has poor time-management skills.

END GOAL: To make it through finals.  
EXPERIENCE GOAL: To cope with the stress in the “best” 
way possible.  
LIFE GOAL: To go throughout college, get a degree, and a 
good job.
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BRAINSTORMING
Session one + two
We conducted a brainstorming session where we invited  
Herron’s students to help us brainstorm for what they do 
when they’re stressed out. We also conducted this  
brainstorm session in order to figure out how they would 
go about handling their own academic stress. 11 students 
participated in the session, and 5 of them were willing to 
come back to the next session.

We conducted another brainstorm session based on the 
the 3 largest categories we discovered: Social activities, 
physical activities and solitary activities. In this session we 
contacted the same students group that helped us in the 
first brainstorm session, and all the 6 students who agreed 
to come back again showed up for the second session.

SUPPLIES: Dry-erase boards, food/drink (to feed the  
participants), pre-prepared questions, sticky notes, writing 
utensils, drawing worksheets

Two sessions
and an abundance of insights

We asked the students to answer two questions on two 
separate white boards:  
 
“You have a thing that makes your academic stress easier, 
what is it?” 
“What are tools to help you cope with your academic 
stress?”

While both questions are very similar, we had separated 
the participants into two groups and gleaned information 
across both boards. Below is a brief visual summary of 
what we discovered through this first session, while a  
visual summary of session two is on the following page.

The second brainstorming session was structured into 
three stages. In the first stage we brainstormed together 
on one art board with one question. In the second stage, 
we asked the participants to rate all the posted notes 
they came up with in the first stage. In the third stage, we 
grouped the highest rated sticky notes, and asked the  
students to choose one idea and try to sketch it or model it.
 
Amongst our findings are as follows:
People wants to escape their reality, are interested in space 
& darkness, showed interest in static solutions (doesn’t 
require movement), expressed the need for freedom, want 
recreational activities, and want more control over the  
solution they intend to have.
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Solution Modeling
As a result of our research
Once we understood the requests and needs gathered from 
the second brainstorming session, we as a group started 
to iterate on ideas for a plausible solution (s). However, we 
had to consider our own restrictions of accessibility, time 
and execution. Our group requirements were that the  
solution need to be accessible to Herron students, use the 
skills of the group members, and had to remain in low cost. 

SUPPLIES: Photoshop, paper/pencil, video programming 

A flow 
of ideas and creations

Space Planetarium / Room
Virtual reality/space using cardboard
Video games related content, to help escape reality.
App to promote relaxation
VR App associated with space traveling
Campaign to promote relaxation/stress relief tools.
Dark room with soothing music

We combined a few ideas and ended up “prototyping” a 
planetarium like room that has large cushions on the floor 
and relaxing music playing. We then created a rough demo 

Soft and relaxing music
Projections on the walls and ceilin
Soft cushions over the floor

Six main ideas video of what the project and audio could possibly sound like. We 
took these two new tools and quickly tested them. During this 
testing phase, we had 27 individuals give feedback on our sketch 
and rough video/audio. With this feedback, we were then able 
to refine our final solution with an ideal solution and internment 
solution. With the feedback, we realized that many didn't find 
bean bags to be enough for seating and the music we had used 
wasn't calming enough, so those are two main changes we made 
in our ideal/internment solutions.



Refining
the idea of a galactic getaway

Our ideal solution would be a room that would have been 
built with academic stress relief in mind. This would  
happen during a building’s construction. It is a planetarium- 
esque room that has a three-tier pitted floor with a domed 
ceiling above. When entering this room, you would be on 
the upper most tier that contains couches and individual 
viewing cubbies in the full round of the room (this doesn’t 
mean the room is circular) for viewing. This tier would be 
wide enough to contain two seating options and room 

Part of our ideal plan in a perfect world

enough to walk.  The middle tier would contain oversized 
bean bags as the lounging option, plus walking space. The 
lower tier will be for individuals who would like the ability  
to lay down and view the video that will be planning above.

Well this solution provides options on many platforms, and 
those options are all left to the individual to choose.  
Customization is a primary key to the experience’s success. 
There are options on what to view, how to view it, and if you 
want it to be a group or individual experience.

It is a space that a person can go to and take a break from 
the outside world, escape, relax and recharge. 

To escape reality, to go to a separate space deemed just for 
that purpose, neither home nor really in a learning setting. 
This is the solution we've come up with from the  
information gathered by dozens of participants, and this  
is the answer we think that people would truly use and  
enjoy. Although there is a second part of the solution as 
well, a type of mobile solution for students to bring with 
them.

So why will this work?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nY4uOZrzv0s
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